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Abstract. We define the block neighborhood of a reversible CA, which is related
both to its decomposition into a product of block permutations and to quantum
computing. We give a purely combinatorial characterization of the block neigh-
borhood, which helps in two ways. First, it makes the computation of the block
neighbourhood of a given CA relatively easy. Second, it allows us to derive upper
bounds on the block neighborhood: for a single CA as function of the classical
and inverse neighborhoods, and for the composition of several CAs. One conse-
quence of that is a characterization of a class of “elementary” CAs that cannot be
written as the composition of two simpler parts whose neighborhoods and inverse
neighborhoods would be reduced by one half.
Introduction
Otherwise decent people have been known to consider reversible cellular au-
tomata (RCAs) and look for ways to decompose them into a product of reversible
blocks permutations. One big incentive for doing so is to ensure structural reversibil-
ity, as was the concern in [Mar84], as it helps to design RCAs (see for instance
[MH89, MU92]), whereas determining from its local transition function whether a
CA is reversible is undecidable [Kar90].
Sadly, the relation is not clearly understood between both frameworks; several
articles tackle this problem [Kar96, Kar99, DL01], whose conclusion, in a nutshell,
is the following. It is always possible, by increasing the size of the alphabet, to
simulate a d-dimensional CA by a reversible block CA of depth at most d 1. In the
case of dimensions 1 and 2, up to shifts, no additional space and no coding is needed;
it is still an open problem whether the same can be said in higher dimensions.
We will be here concerned with the size of the blocks, or rather, with the in-
formation on the neighborhood that is deducible purely geometrically from a block
structure decomposition.
2000 ACM Subject Classification: F.1.1.
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k, . . . , k  1 k, . . . , 3k  1
  
3k, . . . ,k  1
2k, . . . ,1 0, . . . , 2k  1
  
  
  
Figure 1: The geometric neighborhood in a block structure.
If we just know that the CA is defined by such a structure, we can deduce, for
instance, that the cell 0 has an influence only on the cells 2k, . . . , 2k  1, which
means the neighborhood of this CA has to be included in r2k   1; 2k s. But it is
also true that the cells k and k 1 influence only the cells 2k, . . . , 2k 1, so the
translation invariance tells us more: we can deduce that the neighborhood of this
CA is included in rk; k s. Another way to look at it is to modify slightly the block
structure, and update cell 0 once and for good on the first step, so that the new
structure would look something like Figure 2.
  1, . . . , 2k  12k, . . . ,1  
k, . . . , k     
Figure 2: Block structure with a tooth gap.
If we concentrate only on the central block on the first line and the fact that no
block of the second line acts on cell 0 and ask what can then be the minimal size of
the central block, we get to Figure 3 and our definition of the block neighborhood
in Definition 1.4. Section 1 is devoted to the basic properties of this neighborhood,
in particular Proposition 1.5 gives an expression of it in terms of combinatorics on
words.
1, . . . , 88, . . . ,1
k, . . . , k
Figure 3: Simplified block structure.
So, how large must this central block be? Since it does all the work updating
the state of cell 0, it should at least include the neighborhood of this cell. But there
is a dual way to look at Figure 2 when it is turned upside-down. What we know
see is a block decomposition of the inverse CA, where the first step updates the
complement of rk; k s, so we also have a condition involving the neighborhood of
the inverse CA, which has little to no relation to that of the CA itself. Hence, there is
something non trivial to say about that, and these considerations will be developed
in Section 2, where the two results needed for bounding block neighborhoods are
stated. Proposition 2.1 is not new — although it is the first time that it is put in
direct relation with block decomposition — but Corollary 2.2 and Proposition 2.3
are.
A last caveat: while this article is written in a purely classical perspective,
everything it deals with also has to do with quantum CAs (QCAs). The definition
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of QCAs we are dealing with was introduced in [SW04] as the natural extension of
the usual definition of CAs to a universe ruled by reversible quantum laws. It is
founded on the same principles that rule usual CAs: discrete space-time, translation
invariance, locality; in particular, QCAs have a similar notion of neighborhood.
It was already proven in that first article that reversible CAs can be naturally
embedded into a quantum setting, turning them into QCAs. However, curiously
enough, the neighborhood of these QCAs — the quantum neighborhood — was not
shown to be equal to that of the original CAs; rather, a nontrivial bound was given
(which is to be found as Proposition 2.1 of the present article). It was then made
explicit in [ANW08] that the quantum neighborhood can indeed, and typically will,
be strictly larger than the original one.
The authors tried to translate into purely classical terms a definition of the
quantum neighborhood of quantized reversible CAs, and found the expression of
Proposition 1.5, before realizing the close connection to block structures. In retro-
spect, the link is hardly surprising, since a construction was given in [ANW] that
uses auxiliary space to write a CA in a block structure, where each block acts on
exactly the quantum neighborhood — the construction is given in the quantum case,
but applies to the classical case, mutatis mutandis. Notions such as semicausality
(Definition 1.3) and semilocalizability (Definition 1.4) are also imported from the
quantum world, cf. [ESW02].
So, in good conscience, the block neighborhood could be called the quantum
neighborhood, but since in the final version no explicit reference to the quantum
model needs to be made, the name sounded a bit silly. Nevertheless, if other natural
neighborhoods were to be defined in relation to block structures, let it be said that
the neighborhood we define and study in this article will always deserve “quantum”
as a qualifier.
Notations
 Σ is the alphabet.
 a.b denotes the concatenation of words a and b.
 a|X is the restriction of word a on a subset of indices X .
 a  b|X means that words a and b coincide on X .
 X¯ denotes the complement of X , usually in Z.
 For A,B  Z, A B is their Minkowski sum ta  b | a P A, b P Bu; similarly
with AB.
 rx; y s is the integer interval rx; ys X Z.
 fg denotes the composition of CAs f and g.
  denotes the operation reversing the order in a tuple : px1, x2, . . . , xnq 
pxn, xn1, . . . , x1q. It acts similarly on Σ
Z by paqn  an.
1. Definitions
Definition 1.1. For a bijection f whose domain and range are written as products,
its dual is defined by f˜  f1. This applies in particular to the case where f is
a CA. In this case f˜ is the conjugation of f by the central symmetry.
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For instance, shifts are self-dual. Clearly, f ÞÑ f˜ is an involution. In the
remainder of this article, each time a notion (like a function or a property) is defined
in term of a CA f , its dual, denoted by adding a tilde, is defined in the same way
in term of f˜ .
Definition 1.2. The (classic) neighborhood N pfq is the smallest subset A of Z such
that v|A determines fpvq|0.
The dual neighborhood N˜ is thus defined by N˜ pfq  N pf˜q. The following two
definitions are imported from [ESW02], where they are shown to be equivalent in
the quantum case.
Definition 1.3. A function f : A  B Ñ C  D is semicausal if its projection C
depends only on A, i.e. if there exists g : AÑ C such that fpa, bqC  gpaq.
Definition 1.4. A bijection f : A  B Ñ C  D is (reversibly) semilocalizable if
there exists a seevit E and bijections g : AÑ C E and h : D Ñ B E such that
fpa, bq  pgCpaq, h˜pgEpaq, bqq, as illustrated in Figure 4.
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Definition 1.3. A function ✂ ! ✂ is semicausal if its projection
depends only on , i.e. if there exists ! such that ♣a, b# ✏ ♣ #
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there exists a seevit and bijections ! ✂ and ! ✂ such that
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B
C D
g
E
A
h˜
Figure 4: a semilocalizable bijection
Semilocalizability is, as the name suggests, an asymmetric property, in the sense
that applying a symmetry on Figure 4 along a vertical axis, i.e. swapping with
and with , breaks the semilocalizability. However, a transformation that
preserves the property is the central symmetry, which corresponds to taking the
dual of : the notion of semilocalizability is self-dual.
Proposition 1.5. ✂ ! ✂ is semilocalizable if and only if the three
following conditions are met:
(1) is semicausal;
(2) is semicausal;
(3) for every a, a✶ ' and b, b✶ ' , if ♣a, b# ✏ ♣ ✶, b# then ♣a, b✶# ✏
♣
✶, b✶#
Proof. Suppose is semilocalizable. Then obviously from Figure 4 both and are
semicausal. Let a, a✶ ' and b, b✶ ' such that ♣a, b# ✏ ♣ ✶, b# . That means
✁
♣b, g ♣ ## ✏ ✁ ♣b, g ♣ ✶## therefore ♣ # ✏ ♣ ✶#, and it follows immediately
♣a, b✶# ✏ ♣ ✶, b✶#
Suppose now conditions (1), (2), (3) are met. Let ✒ be the binary relation on
defined by ✒ ✶ iff ❅ ' B f♣a, b# ✏ ♣ ✶, b#. Note that because of (3) this is
Figure 4: a se ilocalizable bijection
Semilocalizability is, as the name suggests, an asymmetric property, in the sense
that applying a symmetry on Figure 4 along a vertical axis, i.e. swapping A with
B and C with D, breaks the semilocalizability. However, a transformation that
preserves the property is the central symmetry, which corresponds to taking the
dual of f : the notion of semilocalizability is self-dual.
Proposition 1.5. f : A  B Ñ C  D is semilocalizable if and only if the three
following conditions are met:
(1) f is semicausal;
(2) f˜ is semicausal;
(3) for every a, a1 P A and b, b1 P B, if fpa, bqD  fpa
1, bqD then fpa, b
1
qD 
fpa1, b1qD.
Proof. Suppose f is semilocalizable. Then obviously from Figure 4 both f and f˜ are
semicausal. Let a, a1 P A and b, b1 P B such that fpa, bqD  fpa
1, bqD. That means
h1pb, gEpaqq  h
1
pb, gEpa
1
qq therefore gEpaq  gEpa
1
q, and it follows immediately
fpa, b1qD  fpa
1, b1qD.
Suppose now conditions (1), (2), (3) are met. Let A be the binary relation on
A defined by a A a
1 iff b P B fpa, bq  fpa1, bq. Note that because of (3) this is
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equivalent to Db P B fpa, bq  fpa1, bq (except if B  H, which is too trivial a case
to worry about), from which we deduce
c, c1 P C d P D f˜pd, cq A f˜pd, c
1
q (1.1)
It is clearly an equivalence relation, so using the fact that f is semicausal we
can define g : A Ñ C  pA{ Aq by gpaq  pfpa, bqC , rasq, where b is an arbitrary
element of B and ras is the class of a in A{ A. One can define dually D on D
and define h : D Ñ B  pD{ Dq by hpdq  pf˜pd, cqB, rdsq.
It remains to be proven that α :

A{A Ñ D{D
ras ÞÑ rfpa, bqDs


is a well-defined
bijection. To prove that it is well-defined, we need to show that for every a, a1 P A
such that a A a
1 and every b, b1 P B, fpa, bqD D fpa
1, b1qD, which is easily done in
two small steps. First, by definition of A, fpa, bqD  fpa
1, bqD. Then, by the dual
of (1.1), fpa1, bqD D fpa
1, b1q. We now prove that α is bijection by showing that its
inverse is its dual, defined by α˜prdsq  rf˜pd, cqAs, so that α˜αprasq  rf˜pfpa, bqD, cqAs.
Since this value is independent of c, we can try in particular with c  fpa, bqC , where
it is clear that we get ras.
Definition 1.6. For a CA f on the alphabet Σ andX, Y two subsets of Z, letQYXpfq
be the property: “f seen as a function from ΣXΣX¯ to ΣY ΣY¯ is semilocalizable”.
Some property are obvious from the definition of semilocalizability, especially
from Figure 4. Let us give two basic examples.
Lemma 1.7. If QYXpfq holds, then so does Q
Y 1
X1pfq for every X
1
 X and Y 1  Y .
 For a CA seen as a function from ΣX  ΣX¯ to ΣY  ΣY¯ , being semicausal
means X  Y  N pfq; the semicausality of f˜ means X  Y   N˜ pfq.
The following property, however, is easier to prove with Proposition 1.5 in mind.
Lemma 1.8. If QYXpfq and Q
Y
X1pfq, then Q
Y
XXX1pfq.
Proof. Let a, b be words on X X X 1, and u, v words on X XX 1, and suppose
fpa.uq  fpb.uq|Y¯ . Let u
1 be the word on X XX 1 that is equal to u on XzX 1, v
elsewhere. According to QYXpfq, fpa.u
1
q  fpb.u1q|Y¯ ; we then conclude from Q
Y
X1pfq
that fpa.vq  fpb.vq|Y¯ .
Not that we get immediately the following corollary from the selfduality of
semilocalizability: if QYXpfq and Q
Y 1
X pfq, then Q
YYY 1
X pfq.
We have now established all the properties on QYXpfq required to define the
block neighborhood.
Definition 1.9. The block neighborhood BN pfq of f is the smallest X such that
Q
t0u
X pfq holds.
The word “neighborhood” is not gratuitous. In fact, QYXpfq behaves exactly like
“X includes the neighborhood of Y for some CA f 1 such that N pf 1q  BN pfq”, as
stated in the next lemma. The idea is that BN characterizes a notion of dependency
that is very similar to the usual one characterized by N .
Lemma 1.10. QYXpfq is equivalent to X  Y   BN pfq.
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Proof. Suppose X  Y   BN pfq. By translation invariance, for all y P Y , we have
Q
tyu
tyu BN pfq
pfq, which, according to Lemma 1.7, implies Q
tyu
X pfq. Invoking now the
dual of Lemma 1.8, we get QYXpfq.
For the reciprocal, suppose now QYXpfq. According to Lemma 1.7, we have,
for every y P Y , Q
tyu
X pfq; but that is, by definition of BN , equivalent to X 
tyu   BN pfq, so we must have X  Y   BN pfq.
So, the block neighborhood is just one kind of neighborhood. However, BN has
by contruction one property that N does not share: it is self-dual. It is not enough
to make interesting, and many questions are left open at this point. We just know
BN  N Y N˜ , but do we have a lower bound on BN ? Is it always finite? The
answer is in Corollary 2.2. How do the block neighborhoods compose? It can be
easily inferred from Figure 4 that BN pgfq  BN pgq   BN pfq, which is certainly
good news, but Proposition 2.3 provides much more interesting bounds.
2. Main theorem
Proposition 2.1. BN  N N   N˜ .
Sanity check: N N  N˜ contains indeed N because N XN˜  H, which follows
from t0u  N pff1q  N pfq  N˜ pfq.
Proof. The proof of this proposition can be essentially found in [SW04], where the
result is stated as Lemma 4, albeit in a foreign formalism. Another avatar of the
proposition and its proof can be found in the form of Lemma 3.2 of [AN08]. In order
to keep this article self-contained, we give yet another proof.
Let us then prove Q
t0u
N pfqN pfq N˜ pfq
pfq. Let a, b be words on N pfqN pfq N˜ pfq
and u, v words on its complement such that fpa.uq  fpb.uq|
t0u
. Applying f1 to that
equality we get a.u  b.u|
N˜ pfq
, which implies of course a.v  b.v|
N˜ pfq
, from which we
obtain fpa.vq  fpb.vq|
N pfq N˜ pfq
. On the other hand, fpwq|
N pfq N˜ pfq is a function
of w|N pfqN pfq N˜ pfq, so fpa.uq  fpa.vq|N pfq N˜ pfq and fpb.uq  fpb.vq|N pfq N˜ pfq,
which in the end proves fpa.vq  fpb.vq|
t0u
.
Rather surprisingly, this bound is not self-dual, which allows us to reinforce it
immediately.
Corollary 2.2. BN  pN N   N˜ q X pN˜  N˜  N q.
Proposition 2.3. Let f1, . . . fn be reversible CAs. Then
BN pfn    f1q 
n
¤
k1

N˜ pfn    fk 1q   BN pfkq  N pfk1    f1q
	
.
This formula could seem at first glance not to be self-dual, and therefore obvi-
ously suboptimal, but there is more to the duality than just putting and removing
tildes. Since fg  g˜f˜ , we have BN pfn    f1q  BN pf˜1    f˜nq; it is from here
straightforward to check that the formula is indeed self-dual.
Proof. Let V 
n

k1

N˜ pfn    fk 1q   BN pfkq  N pfk1    f1q
	
; we have to prove
Q
t0u
V pfq. Let a, b be words on V, u, v words on V¯, and assume fn    f1pa.uq 
fn    f1pb.uq|
t0u
.
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For k P r0;n s, let Ck  N˜ pfn    fk 1q; for k P r1;n s, let Kk  Ck  BN pfkq and
Dk  N pfk1    f1q. For k P r1;n s, let Vk  Kk  Dk; by definition, V 
n

k1
Vk.
We will prove by induction the following hypothesis (Hk) for k P r0;n s:
 fk    f1pa.uq  fk    f1pb.uq|Ck and
 fk    f1pa.vq  fk    f1pb.vq|Ck .
Since we already know a.u  b.u|C0 , it follows immediately a.v  b.v|C0 , so (H0)
is true.
Suppose (Hk) for some k P r0;n 1 s. Let a
1
 fk    f1pa.uq|Kk 1 and b
1

fk    f1pb.uq|Kk 1; since Kk 1   Dk 1  V, a
1 and b1 are respectively equal to
fk    f1pa.vq|Kk 1 and fk    f1pb.vq|Kk 1. Let us define u
1
 fk    f1pa.uq|Kk 1 and
v1  fk    f1pa.vq|Kk 1. We have
Ck  N˜ pfn    fk 1q  N˜ pfn    fk 2q   N˜ pfk 1q  Ck 1   BN pfk 1q  Kk 1.
We can therefore deduce from (Hk) that u
1 and v1 are respectively equal to
fk    f1pb.uq|Kk 1 and fk    f1pb.vq|Kk 1. By definition of Ck 1, since fn    f1pa.uq 
fn    f1pb.uq|
t0u
, we have fk    f1pa.uq  fk    f1pb.uq|Ck , which is the first point
of (Hk 1). Since Kk 1  Ck 1   BN pfk 1q, according to Lemma 1.10, we have
Q
Ck 1
Kk 1
pfk 1q. We therefore deduce the second point of (Hk 1).
So in the end we get (Hn), which concludes the proof because Cn  t0u.
Corollary 2.4. Suppose N pfq  rα; β s and N˜ pfq  rγ; δ s. Then BN pfkq 
rpk   1qmax pα, γq min pβ, δq ; pk   1qmax pβ, δq  min pα, γq s.
For X  R, let X be its convex hull and for λ P R, λX  tλx | x P Xu. We get,
for any reversible CA, the asymptotic relation lim
kÑ 8
1
k
BN pfkq  N pfq Y N˜ pfq.
Let us assume we are in the case lim
kÑ 8
1
k
N pfkq  N pfq and lim
kÑ 8
1
k
N˜ pfkq 
N˜ pfq Y N˜ pfq. Then what this means informally is that condition (3) in Proposi-
tion 1.5 applied to fk becomes less restrictive as k grows, and fades at the limit.
It is interesting to note the relation with Kari’s constructions in [Kar96] and
[Kar99]. We will briefly discuss the latter; it is of course stated in dimension 2,
but that is not an obstacle to comparison, as the same construction can be made
in dimension 1, or our analysis generalized to dimension 2 (cf. section 3.2). Let
us place ourselves in dimension 1. Let f be a CA whose neighborhood and dual
neighborhood are both included in r1; 1 s. In this case, Corollary 2.4 implies
BN pfkq  rpk   2q; k   2 s. Kari proves that there is an embedding ϕ and a CA
g such that f  ϕgϕ1, where g fulfills by construction BN pgq  r1; 1 s. Kari’s
construction therefore contains an asymptotically optimal bound on BN pfkq.
Corollary 2.5. If the neighborhoods and dual neighborhoods of f and g are included
in rn;n s, then BN pfgq  r4n; 4n s.
The contraposition is actually more interesting. Consider h, whose neighborhood
and dual neighborhood are both included in rn;n s; its block neighborhood has to
be contained in 3 rn;n s. It seems perfectly reasonable to assume that h could be
a composition of two more elementary reversible cellular automata f and g having
strictly smaller neighborhoods, containing 1
2
rn;n s but close to it. Actually, if
no restriction is imposed on the behaviour of f1 and g1, maybe even allowing f
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and g to be nonreversible, it is certainly possible to decompose h in such a way by
increasing the size of the alphabet. However, if the dual neighborhoods of f and
g are also required to be close to 1
2
rn;n s, then such a decomposition will not be
possible if BN phq is too large. For instance, if BN phq is not contained in 5
2
rn;n s,
then N pfq, N˜ pfq, N pgq and N˜ pgq cannot all be included in 5
8
rn;n s. In this sense,
h can be considered “elementary”.
3. Remarks
We gather in this section several unrelated observations about the block neigh-
borhood.
3.1. Subtraction Automata
Suppose Σ can be provided with a binary operation    such that:
 there exists an element of Σ denoted 0 such that x  y is equivalent to
x y  0;
 f is an endomorphism of pΣZ,q, where  is defined component-wise on ΣZ.
We say in this case f admits a subtraction. For instance, linear automata as
defined in [GNW10] admit subtractions.
Proposition 3.1. Automata with subtractions have minimal block neighborhoods. In
other words, for any automaton f admitting a subtraction, BN pfq  N pfqY N˜ pfq.
Proof. Let A be any subset of Z, a, b be words on A, u, v words on A¯, and suppose
fpa.uq  fpb.uq. Then fpa.vqfpb.vq  fpa.vb.vq  fppabq.0q  fpa.ub.uq 
fpa.uq  fpb.uq  0.
3.2. Generalization
We can actually drop many properties of the CAs that are irrelevant to the
notions developed in this article. We don’t need translation invariance. We don’t
need the alphabet to be finite. We don’t need the neighborhoods to be finite. We
don’t need the domain and range cell structures to be identical. In this abstract
setting, a “reversible automaton” is a bijection from
±
iPI
Xi to
±
jPJ
Yj and N pfq is a
function from PpJq to PpIq which to B  J associates the minimal subset A of I
such that fpxq|B depends only on x|A. In general, a function α :
±
iPI
Xi Ñ
±
jPJ
Yj is a
neighborhood scheme if for all Y , αpY q 

XY αpXq; N pfq is of course one example
of a neighborhood scheme. The usual definition of the neighborhood in the case of a
cellular automaton corresponds here to N pfqpt0uq. Any function α : PpJq Ñ PpIq
has a transpose α: : PpIq Ñ PpJq defined by α:pAq being the largest subset B of
J such that αpBq  A. We have indeed pα:q:  α, and for usual one-dimensional
CAs, : corresponds to N ÞÑ N .
There is not anymore any good notion of duality on automata, but N˜ pfq can be
defined as N :pf1q. Of course the definition of BN pfq cannot make any reference
to 0, instead BN pfqpBq is now the smallest subset of I fulfilling QBApfq. The self-
duality of BN is of course still valid. Lemmas 1.7 and 1.8 state respectively that
BN is well-defined and that it is a neighborhood scheme.
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Lemma 1.10 (used once at the end of the proof of Proposition 2.3) becomes
“QYXpfq is equivalent to X 

yPY
BN pfqpY q”, which is precisely the definition of
BN ; it can therefore be forgotten, as the triviality it is now. Proposition 2.1 becomes
BN  N N :  N˜ , Corollary 2.2 changes accordingly, and Proposition 2.3 remains
true when “ ” is substituted with “”. It follows that indecomposability results
such as Corollary 2.5 are extremely robust: they cannot be overcome by increasing
the size of the alphabet or relaxing the translational invariance. It also shows of
course the limitations of this method, namely that it is utterly unable to exploit
these parameters.
3.3. Optimality
The bounds presented in Corollary 2.2 and Proposition 2.3 seem peculiar enough
as to be suspect of non-optimality. However, we have been unable to come up with a
better approximation, and would rather tend to think that they cannot be improved.
We will concentrate on Corollary 2.2 alone, whose optimality is conjectured in the
following statement.
Conjecture 3.2. For any subsets X, Y and Z of Z such that X Y Y  Z 
pXX Y qXpY Y  Xq, if there exists a CA f such thatN pfq  X and N˜ pfq  Y ,
then there exists a CA g such that N pgq  X , N˜ pgq  Y and BN pgq  Z.
This section will be devoted to proving the following weaker version:
Proposition 3.3. Conjecture 3.2 is true when Z  t2y  x | x, y P X X Y u. In
particular it is true if X and Y are equal intervals.
Proof. Given that there is by hypothesis a CA f such thatN pfq  X and N˜ pfq  Y ,
we only need to prove that for every z P Z there exists a CA gz such thatN pgzq  X ,
N˜ pgzq  Y and z P N pgzq  Z. Then the proposition is proven by considering the
direct sum of f and all these gz’s.
The Toffoli automaton presented in [ANW08] (definition 12), defined by Σ 
pZ{2Zq2 and T pvq0  pv
2
0   v
1
0v
1
1, v
1
1q, will serve as the basic constructing tool for
gz. Its inverse is given by T
1
pvq0 
 
v2
1, v
1
0   v
2
1v
2
0

, so we clearly have N pT q 
N˜ pT q  t0; 1u. Let us prove BN pT q  r0; 2 s, by proving first that QN
N
pT q is true,
and then that Q
t0u
t0;1u
pT q is false. Let then a, b be words on N and u, v words on its
complement, and suppose T pa.uq  T pb.uqN¯. In particular, T pa.uq
2
1  T pb.uq
2
1,
which implies a10  b
1
0, so we get immediately T pa.vq  T pb.vqN¯, which provesQ
N
N
pT q.
Consider now the words a  p0, 0qp0, 0q and b  p0, 0qp1, 1q on t0; 1u, and u, v the
words on its complement that are p0, 0q everywhere except in position 2, where
u2  p1, 0q. We have T pa.uq  T pb.uq
t0u
but T pa.vq1  p0, 0q while T pb.vq1  p1, 0q,
therefore Q
t0u
t0;1u
pT q is false.
This CA can be obviously expanded into an automaton Tl such that N pTlq 
N˜ pTlq  t0; lu and BN pTlq  t0; l; 2lu.
More generally, for any nonempty intervals X and Z of Z such that X  Z 
X X   X , there is a CA f such that N pfq  N˜ pfq  X and BN pfq  Z. We
can engineer such an f by considering the direct sum of several CAs. First, for each
element x P X , consider the shift by x: the sum of all these shifts is a CA g such
that N pgq  N˜ pgq  BN pgq  X . Then, for each element z P Z, choose x and y in
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XXY such that z  2yx. The automaton gz  σ
xTyx, where σ is the elementary
shift to the left, is then such that N pTlq  N˜ pTlq  tx; yu and BN pTlq  tx; y; zu,
which concludes the proof.
Conclusion
Of course a lot of questions remain. Are the upper bounds on the block neigh-
borhood given in this article optimal under all circumstances? And is it possible to
make these bounds more efficient by including as parameters the size of the alphabet
and the requirement that the transformations be translation invariant? This would
probably require a whole different technique.
Something happened in this article that is increasingly common: after a theory
grows a quantum extension (in this case QCAs join the family of CAs) and new
tools and techniques are invented to study the quantum setup, they come back to
the classical setup (semilocalizability comes to mind, and a lot of others are disguised
as combinatorial properties) and bring various insights, simpler proofs and/or new
results.
The block neighborhood is nothing else than the quantum neighborhood. It
shows what had been grasped until then only intuitively: whereas CAs can be
defined by their local transition functions, QCAs are intrisically block-structured.
In that sense, working on QCAs is a lot like working on CAs with a restricted
bag of tools that includes only local permutations — duplication or destruction
of information are stricly forbidden. It also means that, even staying in a purely
classical framework, finding this kind of constructions is worthwhile and meaningful,
even in the case where a result is already known to be attainable by another method.
Not only will the construction be nicer in a purely abstract way, because it will
employ only elementary means: it will also have the benefit of being immediately
transposable to the quantum case.
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